






Luxury villa in the heart of the Caribbean 
 
Today we are taking you to paradise ! More specifically on the Caribbean island of St. 
Lucia, where our experts have raised from Architettura Nomade a luxury villa to life. 
The Villa Susanna is located on a three acre headland overlooking the sea. For the 
implementation of the luxury villa you chose the classic Caribbean architecture in order 
to achieve a perfect harmony between property and environment , and refined the 
concept with European finesse . The villa consists of three buildings, are divided among 
the seven bedrooms including an en suite bathroom . In addition, there are in each 
building has its own bar and a spacious living area. The sensational outdoor area with 
terraces , sun deck , gazebo and pool is the icing on the cake of this stunning dream 
home . We are then time to pack our bags ... 
Another day in paradise : If this view is the first thing you see after waking up, the day 
can only be fantastic. From every room of the luxury property you can enjoy a 
breathtaking view of the turquoise sea and / or the tropical foliage surrounding the Villa 
Susanna . 
The open plan living -dining area is a sight to behold . Vaulted ceilings , wood-paneled 
floors, columns , decadent fabrics and fine materials make the living area of the villa as 
a mixture of cathedral and palace act . At night you can meet up with friends on the 
sofa to watch a movie or gather around the large dining table and enjoy Caribbean 
cuisine . 
Even in the dark , a majestic sight : The Villa Susanna has both a covered patio and a 
spacious sun deck with loungers and hammocks surrounding the impressive pool. From 
here you can admire not only the sun or the stars , but also the tropical nature and 
enjoy the unique view of the sea. 
One of the seven bedroom with king size bed, mosquito net and a fantastic view of the 
lush Caribbean island. Each room is individually decorated with fine linens , antique 
furniture and beautiful louvre windows and sliding doors. Sweet dreams are 
guaranteed. 
The pavilion , which is reached by an impressive wooden bridge , with its round glass 
table for up to 14 people and stunning views of the Caribbean sunset . Winding paths 
lead from the villa directly to the sandy beach . 
Of course, in the Villa Susanna nobody even have to cook , because who lives here , 
usually also makes the luxury to be served during the stay from beginning to end . 
However, the professionally equipped kitchen with stone oven on the small terrace 
offers the best conditions to sometimes take the food preparation into their own hands . 
Each bedroom at Villa Susanna has its own bathroom . They are all decorated in a 
tropical style , equipped with modern details , rich applications and high-quality 
materials and provide their users with pure luxury. 
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